
nSights DeFi Trading Platform
 

Powerful Market Metrics to Master Your True Trading Profit &
Potential



nSights is the most advanced trading platform for new
emerging tokens. Increase your chances of profitability
within the complex world of Decentralized Finance (DeFi). 

nSights demystifies DeFi and enhances the entire crypto
trading experience. The nSights goal is to provide the
previously inaccessible and necessary tools to help traders
achieve their financial goals.

Mission

Statement

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Introduction
Always think long-term.

With more than 40 years combined trading experience and 2 successful years
with their digieBot algorithm performance, a lack of available analytics in the
DeFi space became clear and became the catalyst for building a high tech
blockchain based trading platform.

With the support of the TruBadger Nexus Ecosystem and Community, nSights
has gone from concept to product in record time. The lack of an adequate
solution in this space motived us to move quickly and bring to market a
platform that is every DeFi Traders’ dream!

nSights is leveraging the trading experience and
automation expertise of the digieBot Automated
Cryptocurrency Trading Bot platform creators. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
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nSights Solution



All experienced traders know in order to be successful; you need
to follow the big money (whales). In DeFi it’s even more critical to
understand these metrics as it takes less money to move the
market. The lack of transparency into the intent of the whales and
the collective token holders causes individual token holders to
jump in or out of the market based on assumptions.

The complexity of tracking different Tokenomics and their effect
on an actual cost basis makes it difficult for token holders to
understand whether they are in profit or holding a losing position.
While a lot of information is available on the blockchain, manually
it’s nearly impossible to aggregate it for analysis making it more
difficult to determine the true market conditions in order to make
decisions. 

With our Token Position Analytics, all of your purchased and
earned tokens are in sight and simple to understand. With the
nSights DeFi Trading platform, token tracking becomes simple with
the ability to set your future goal and always see your current
position in relation to that goal. Your breakeven point is always
visible and nSights gives you the ability to choose which tokens to
sell, based on their position above or below your breakeven point.
In addition, you’re able to see where each buy and sell occurred on
the chart. At a glance, you always know your net position (profitable
or not) empowering you to make clear decisions.

With our Whale Tracking and Commitment of Traders (COT)
analytics, the true intent of the market becomes more apparent and
provides individuals with the information they need to swap with
confidence. We level the playing field for both experienced and
novice traders. Now you can follow the money in real time with
nSights.

P R O B L E M

S O L U T I O N



Responding to a change in market conditions with the 24-hour
crypto market is a difficult task especially in the DeFi space where
the ability to place sitting orders is unavailable to most traders.
Additionally, new token launches often occur at inconvenient
times, causing participation to be particularly difficult for token
holders who are sleeping or working.

In the DeFi space with the increasing number of new projects
being released on a daily basis, it is difficult to analyze and identify
projects with the most potential. Even more difficult to identify
scam projects of which there are many.

nSights Vetting provides a broad spectrum appraisal of select
tokens including an analysis of the Tokenomics, utility, and the
team behind the project using a blend of subjective and objective
criteria. We leverage a team of researchers to sort through the
complex Tokenomics of the industry in order to identify quality
projects with the most profit potential for early adopters.

With nSights Automation, each user can place hidden orders (only
visible within nSights until executed) to swap tokens. Hidden orders
will remain sitting until the selected price point is hit at which time it
will execute even while you’re away. Pro subscribers will have the
ability to automate their swaps for token launches in addition to
having access to proprietary nSights algorithms. (coming soon)

P R O B L E M

S O L U T I O N



nSights Tokenomics

Trader Rewards 

A portion of the accrued TF is set
aside as a reward for weekly
trading and accumulation by the
traders. 

Hyper Deflationary 

A portion of the accrued TF is burned through
standard Deflationary functionality which
reduces token supply. The nSights Deflationary
piece takes things to a whole new level by
offering a chance for active nSights traders to
save tokens from the burn by earning a piece of
this pool as a reward for weekly trading and
accumulation. Our Hyper Deflationary token
burns only the tokens not rewarded through our
Trader Rewards function.

Reflection 

A portion of the accrued TF is paid
out to all nSights token holders.

The nSights Token is a Trader Rewards Hyper Deflationary Reflection token. Starting with a total of 1
quadrillion tokens with a 10% Tradability Fee (TF) on all transactions.



Token Distribution



Las Vegas Convention Drops
 0.5%

 
Air Drop to 

TruBadger Holders 6%

nSights Fund 

(Future Expansion ) 0.5%
 



Liquidity 

Funds

Pre-Sell (LP) 
The DeFi space is plagued by bots and scammers that run the markets up and rug pull the tokens during low
market cap launches; thereby, stealing tokens and negatively impacting the cryptocurrency industry. This will
ultimately bring the regulators to this space if we as an industry don’t put a stop to it. 

Our pre-launch using CataBolt Swap is meant to stabilize the market cap and growth of the coin to help
eliminate rug pulls. CataBolt was built to allow new tokens a place to safely launch and swap with their pre-
built community. nSights will launch on CataBolt Swap and then will move to PancakeSwap once the token
is at a less than desirable market cap for an adversarial bot to be interested. All pre-swap liquidity moves
directly to PancakeSwap as per the CataBolt Swap terms.

Growth Fund (LP) 
The Growth Fund is used for liquidity on PancakeSwap.

Market Maker Wallet Functionality
This wallet is excluded from Tradability Fees 1% of the Liquidity Pool Tradability Fee goes to the Market Maker
Wallet. This wallet starts with 10% of the total native tokens (nSights).

Swaps of nSights alternate between the Growth Fund (LP) on the exchange and the Market Maker Wallet until the
Market Maker Wallet swaps a portion of its nSights for BNB (as needed to establish market stability). Once this
stability is achieved, swaps automatically go back to using the Growth Fund wallet. This process continues as
needed.

If there is a profit in the Market Maker Wallet, the profit may be used to acquire other tokens, coins, or assets with
the intention of continuing stabilization of the nSights Trading Platform.

nSights Tokenomics



Market Maker Wallet Functionality

This wallet is excluded from Tradability Fees

1% of the Liquidity Pool Tradability Fee goes to the Market Maker Wallet. This wallet starts with
10% of the total native tokens (nSights).

Swaps of nSights alternate between the Growth Fund (LP) on the exchange and the Market
Maker Wallet until the Market Maker Wallet swaps a portion of its nSights for BNB (as needed to
establish market stability). Once this stability is achieved, swaps automatically go back to using
the Growth Fund wallet. This process continues as needed.

If there is a profit in the Market Maker Wallet, the profit may be used to acquire other tokens,
coins, or assets with the intention of continuing stabilization of the nSights Trading Platform.

nSights Tokenomics
 

And this is how the Market

Maker Wallet Works



Tradability Fees



Reflection 2%

Growth Fund (LP) 1%
Goes directly to the Growth Fund (LP)

Market Maker (LP) 1%
Goes directly to the Market Maker Wallet (LP)

nSights Fund 3%
Used for ongoing programming, development, and support of the trading platform

Trader Rewards and Hyper Deflationary 3%
Distributed to Traders to promote and reward trading. The Trader Accumulation Bonus
Pool is a new and exciting way to help traders accumulate more coins and create more
trading volume for the token. The Hyper Deflationary portion guarantees 0.5% goes
to the Burn wallet each week.

Distributed to all nSights token holders based on each token holders proportional
holding of all tokens in circulation.

Reflection is not paid to the Growth Fund (LP), the Market Maker Fund (LP), the
nSights Fund, or to the Trader Rewards Hyper Deflationary Fund. 

3% Trader Rewards
Hyper Deflationary 

Pool
 

2% Reflection

1% Growth Fund

(LP)
 

1% Market Maker 
Fund (LP)

3% Development
Expansion

(nSights Fund)

Tradability Fees 10%



Trader Rewards 
The Trader Accumulation Bonus Pool is a new and exciting way to help
traders accumulate more coins and create more trading volume for the
token.

Hyper Deflationary Burn
The first 0.5% are burned immediately. The remaining 2.5% are set aside
for distribution as rewards to qualifying traders as described in the
following section and chart below. Any portion of the 2.5% that is not paid
in rewards is burned within the following week. This can equal as much as
100% of the accumulated tokens or as little as 10%. By doing this we
encourage trade volume and accumulation. 

Trader Rewards Program Details

Active Token Traders (ATT) 
Anyone who has swapped in or out of nSights token AFTER their initial swap
(Qualifying Swap)

Qualifying Period (weekly) 
Starts: 12:00:00 GMT Sunday
Ends: 11:59:59 GMT Saturday 

Calculation
Number of Purchased tokens minus number of Sold tokens (up to Qualifying
Accumulation*) during qualifying week for all Active Token Traders (does not
count Reflection or Transfers) 

Trader Rewards Program



Qualifying Accumulation 

The Bonus is calculated ONLY on accumulation up to the number of nSights
tokens in the wallet at the beginning of the qualifying period OR at the
beginning balance from the qualifying swap. If the accumulation EXCEEDS the
amount of tokens in the wallet at the beginning of the qualifying period, the
bonus is calculated based only on tokens up to that weeks beginning balance.

This keeps traders from manipulating the system

Example 1: trader starts week with 500,000,000 tokens. The max the trader
can be credited with is an additional accumulation of 500,000,000 tokens. If
trader accumulates 800,000,000 tokens, only 500,000,000 qualify.

Example 2: trader is establishing a new wallet and intends to deposit $10,000.
To take advantage of the pool, trader first deposits $100 with the intent of
depositing an additional $9900 to create accumulation. Due to Qualifying
Accumulation, this trader will only have accumulated $100. The following week,
trader will be fully qualified for the $10,000 in his wallet. 

Rewards
When at least 10% of Active Token Traders have positive Qualifying
Accumulation, the Trader Accumulation Bonus is paid to all qualified ATTs at
their respective proportion of their total traded volume as long as their end
result is a positive accumulation. 

When less than 10% of ATTs have positive Qualifying Accumulation, the
Trader Accumulation Bonus is not triggered.

TOP SWAPPER REWARD
If more than 90% of the ATTs hold a negative swap balance AND if five (5) or
fewer ATTs hold a positive Qualifying Accumulation balance at the end of a
calculation period, then 100% of this portion of the Tradability Fee for that
qualifying period are paid directly to the five or less ATT’s at their respective
proportion of traded volume.

Payout Details
If Positive Accumulation is less than 10% of ATTs and the Top Swapper
Reward was not triggered, all 3% of the Tradability Fee (TF) is sent to the
Hyper Deflationary Burn.

 If Positive Accumulation is more than 10% of ATTs, the 2.5% is paid out in
increments of 10%. Any portion not awarded is always sent to the Hyper
Deflationary burn wallet.
 (use matrix for details)

Trader Rewards Program



Here's how it works 

At the end of each Qualifying Period, the system captures the swaps of all Active Token Traders (ATT) to determine each
traders volume and qualifying accumulation. If Reward bonus qualifications are reached, 0.5% goes to Burn and the rest of the
tokens are distributed according to the matrix below:

Trader Rewards Program



Developer Fund

The Developer Fund is a total portion of
the tokens set aside for the Development
(Dev) Team. The Dev Teams funds will vest
at 10% per month until 100% is vested.
This is to prevent any type of rug pool or
sell off by the Dev Team. 

Investor/Founder Pool      

The Investor/Founders are the individuals
that helped to fund the initial development
of the nSights trader platform and the
initial capital for the liquidity wallet. The
Investor/Founders vest at 10% per month
until 100% is vested. 
This is to prevent any type of rug pool or
sell off by the Investor/Founders.

nSights Fund

The nSights Fund is for the ongoing
programming, development, and support
of the trading platform. This fund ensures
the stability and growth of the nSights Defi
Trader platform.

nSights Tokenomics



LAS VEGAS CRYPTO

CONVENTION

The Las Vegas Crypto Convention ticket

holders attending the October 2021

Convention share in this pool. This reward is

designed to be the foundational launch of

the nSights token. The nSights DeFi Trading

Platform will be introduced, with a live

training on how to trade using the platform,

to all in attendance.

TOKEN RESERVES FUND

This fund will hold tokens for future

development and expansion. As nSights

DeFi trader platform grows there will be

times where additional tokens will be

needed for that expansion. These tokens will

be held in a multi-sig wallet and will need

approval for any use. This is the Remaining

Supply of all tokens outside above

allocations. 

AIR DROP TRUBADGER

As a reward for helping to stabilize and drive

the nSights Token, the TruBadger Community

receives nSights air drops. 



PROTECTING AGAINST

WRONG CONTRACT

ADDRESS DEPOSITS

There is an increasing problem with people

sending tokens to the main contract

address versus using the swap method with

an exchange. nSights solves this problem by

writing into the contract a rule that allows

admin to withdraw BNB and tokens from

the contract. This way, if someone sends

crypto to the contract address by mistake,

we can withdraw and send it back to the

wallet holder. 

LOCKED WALLETS

nSights locked wallets automatically unlock

after 45 days to allow us to decide to lock

again for an additional 45 days or to unlock.

The locked wallets automatically relock until

canceled. Our goal is to move to a multi-sig

wallet through Safufide when the NSI token is

a bit more mature.

ANTI-WHALE FUNCTION

In order to keep the whales from

frontrunning our smaller traders, an Anti-

Whale function has been added which limits

the number of tokens that can be

purchased, sold, or transferred in one

transactions. This buy/sell/transfer limit is

500 Billion NSI per transaction.



nSights Features

and Benefits



WHALE TRACKING

Follow the big money that moves the market.

COMMITMENT OF TRADERS

Stop misinterpreting market intent with COT. “You

gotta know when to HODL ‘em… “

TOKEN POSITION

ANALYTICS

Always know your true breakeven on each

token in your entire portfolio with your

dream goal always in sight. (nSight)

nSights Features and Benefits

PROJECT BASED

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

Real time delivery of news and information to help

you make better decisions about the tokens you’re

holding.



Automation (Phase 2)



Vetting (Phase 2)



nSights Team and

Contributors



 

Doug Kyle and Brendan Duff have over 40 years
between them of trading experience; providing
training to thousands, developing algorithms,
custom indicators, and automation to help traders
of all skill levels.

 

Mudassar Abbas has 16+ years of experience
in IT industry.He is one of the Founders of
Digiebot, is an Algorithm designer and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) expert. He also
provides crypto training classes.








